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ON THE MODEL SIMPLIFICATION OF CONTROL/UNCERTAIN 
SYSTEMS WITH MULTIPLE TIME SCALES 
Vladimir  Veliovl 
1 Introduction 
Differential equations with multiple time scales naturally arise in the modelling of real 
systems in which "slow" and "fast" motions are involved, the later ones usually caused 
by presence of "small" masses, capacities, time constants, etc. (multiplying a part of the 
derivatives of the state variables). A common practice (at least as a first approximation 
step) is to simplify such a model by neglecting the small parameters. This ad hoc sim- 
plification is legitimized in many cases by the singular perturbation theory for differential 
equations. 
The situation significantly complicates if the differential equation into consideration depends 
on some control or (deterministic) uncertain inputs, giving rise to  a differential inclusion. 
Neglecting the small parameters in this case may lead to  a completely distorted picture, 
even in cases where the model simplification is legitimate for any fixed value of the con- 
trol/uncertain input. The reason is, in principle, that the control/uncertain input may 
vary with the time with a speed that  is compatible with that  of the "fast" variables. The 
interaction between the "fast" variables and a "fast" changing input may create trajectories 
that  could not be explained within the simplified model. 
The aim of the present paper is to obtain general conditions which justify the model sim- 
plification by formally neglecting the small parameter multiplying a part of the derivatives 
of a control/uncertain system. As a basic model of such a system we use a singularly per- 
turbed differential inclusion, the simplified model taking, therefore, the form of a system 
of differential and static (algebraic) inclusions. The results extend (and generalize) the 
classical Tikhonov theorem for singularly perturbed differential equations and outline its 
scope of extendibility to differential inclusions. 
A detailed description of the problem and of the organization of the paper are given in the 
next section, which can be considered as a continuation of the introduction. 
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2 The main issue: Continuity of the trajectory bundle 
In 1952 Tikhonov published a theorem [22] characterizing the limit behaviour of the solu- 
tions of a singularly perturbed system of differential equations 
where x E Rn, y E Rm, E is a "small" positive parameter. For obvious reasons y is called 
fast variable and the second group of equations is also called "fast". For readers convenience 
we briefly remind the Tikhonov theorem. 
The limit case of the above system is the so-called degenerate system 
The second equation is supposed in the Tikhonov theorem to  possess an isolated solution 
y = [( t ,x) .  Substituting y in the first equation, the degenerate system takes the form 
Y(t> = [(t, ~ ( t ) ) .  
The principle stability assumption of the Tikhonov theorem is: for each t and x the equi- 
librium [(t, x )  of the so-called associated system 
is Lyapunov asymptotically stable (uniformly in ( t ,  x)) .  It is supposed, in addition, that  
the initial state belongs to  the domain of attraction of [(O, xO). 
The claim of the Tikhonov theorem is the following: if the solution (xO(-) ,  yo(.)) of the 
reduced equation (5) exists on [0, TI, then for all sufficiently small E the solution (x,(.), y,(.)) 
of (1),(2) also exists on [O,T] and for each fixed a > 0 
For proofs and refinements of the Tikhonov theorem see [18, 15, 241. 
Notice that  the convergence (6) is a metric convergence: with respect to  the norm in Cm 
for x and with respect to the metric 
T ( Y ~ ( . ) , Y Z ( ' ) )  = inf{a + p ;  lyi(t) - yz(t)l < p for each t E [a,T]) 
in the space of all bounded functions on [0, TI. We shall refer to  the product of these two 
rnetrics as Tikhonov metric. 
The Tikhonov theorem stimulated a large number of investigations and was elaborated 
in many directions, including numerical aspects (see [25] for an  recent overview of the 
development of the singular perturbation theory, mainly in the former USSR). A new 
impulse t o  the singular perturbation analysis was given by control theory (see [19] for 
numerous applications). It turned out that  if the system into consideration depends on 
a control variable, then the Tikhonov theorem may fail t o  work. Indeed, consider now a 
control system 
where u E U c RT is a (time-varying) control parameter. Even if the Tikhonov stability 
condition is (uniformly) satisfied for each admissible control value u E U one may fix a 
discontinuous control function u(-)  and the resulting solution of (7),(8) typically fails t o  
converge in the sense of (6) t o  the corresponding solution of the degenerate system. The  
reason is, tha t  the right-hand side fi in the Tikhonov theorem should be continuous. On 
the other hand it is too restrictive from control point of view t o  deal with (equi-)continuous 
controls only. The  situation complicates even more if the control function plugged in (7),(8) 
depends on E .  A number of discontinuity eflects are known. For example, it may happen 
(even in the case of a linear stable "fast" subsystem [8]) that  for the solution (x,(.), y,(.)) 
corresponding t o  u,(.) the "slow" component x,(.) converges in C[O,T] t o  some xO(.) but 
the limit fails t o  be a trajectory of the degenerate control system ( tha t  is, the trajectory 
bundle is not upper semicontinuous at  E = 0). Other examples ([12]) show tha t  even for 
an  entirely linear control system with stable "fast" subsystem it may happen that  for a 
sequence of trajectories (x,(-), y,(.)) of (7),(8) the end points (x,(T), y,(T)) converge t o  a 
point tha t  is far away from the set of all end points of trajectories of the degenerate system 
( tha t  is, the reachable set is not upper semicontinuous at  E = 0). 
One possibility t o  cope with such discontinuities is t o  define a limit system (corresponding 
to  E = 0) in a different way, so tha t  the set of solutions of the perturbed system converges 
t o  the set of solutions of the limit system in a prescribed topology. This is a reach field 
of investigation as far as a variety of topologies are meaningful, as  well as  senses of "con- 
vergence", when speaking about set-valued mappings. This way was undertaken in [12, 131 
and was developed in [14] and other papers by the  same author in a more general setting 
(see also [23, 7, 11). In the present paper, however, we address the "classical" issue of 
convergence of the set of trajectories of (7),(8) t o  the set of trajectories of the formally 
obtained degenerate system, that  is, by setting E = 0. The reason is tha t ,  on one hand this 
issue provides a ground for the widely used formal model simplification practice (just by 
neglecting the small parameters), and on the other hand tha t  we establish such convergence 
(even in a rather strong topology like in (6)) under conditions tha t ,  despite being relatively 
strong, still are fulfilled in many meaningful situations. 
We present the control system (7),(8) by a singularly perturbed differential inclusion 
Denote by Z, the set of solutions, that  is, the set of all absolutely continuous pairs of func- 
tions (x,(.), y,(.)) starting from (xO, that satisfy (9) for a.e. t t [O,T]. Corresponding 
to  E = 0 is the set of solutions Zo of the degenerated inclusion 
0 ("I) t F ( t ,  x,  y), x(0) = x , 
consisting of all pairs of an absolutely continuous x(.) and a measurable y(.) satisfying (11) 
for a.e. t E [0, TI. Then the basic question in the singular perturbation analysis is: does, 
and in what sense, Z, converge to  Zo, or equivalently, is the mapping E + Z, continuous 
a t  E = 0 and in which sense. 
The upper semicontinuity of Z, with respect to the (C x L1-weak) topology is proven in 
[ll] under a specific strong monotonicity condition (which turns out to  be sufficient for 
our asymptotic stability condition - see Section 4 for a more detailed comparison) and for 
mappings F with a convex graph with respect to y. Under the same monotonicity condition 
[9] proves upper semicontinuity in the Tikhonov metric of the mapping E - z:, where 
2: is the set of those z, t Z,, which are Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant L. In the 
recent paper [20] the upper semicontinuity of Z, in the Tikhonov metric is investigated by 
a rather different technique (employing viability theory). The result applies to  mappings 
F in a decomposed form F = Fl x F2, Fl and Fz corresponding to  x and y, respectively. 
A sort of stability of the fast subsystem is ensured by a condition involving the contingent 
derivative of the mapping F2. 
The first main result of this paper gives a sufficient condition for upper semicontinuity in 
the Tikhonov metric of the mapping E - Z, at  E = 0. The upper semicontinuity is meant 
in the metric sense (the so-called E-6 upper semicontinuity [6]). Equivalently formulated, 
the result states that  
sup dist(z,, Zo) - 0 with E - 0, 
ZCEZ, 
where the distance in the above relation is with respect to  the Tikhonov metric. In the case 
of a differential equation, where the mapping Z, is single valued, both the suppositions and 
the claim of the main theorem (Section 3) reduce to  those of the Tikhonov theorem. 
The principle requirement for this result is the strong asymptotic stability of the set Ko(t ,  x) 
of equilibrium points of the associated inclusion 
dy 
- d T E P ( ~ , X , ~ ) ~ $  { q tR ~ ;  ( ) t F ( t ,  x,  y) for some 4 i RrnJ 
for fixed t and x. Certain structural condition for F is also required. These condition has 
no counterpart in the single valued case (where it is automatically satisfied), but is shown 
by an example to  be essential. 
In Section 4 we elaborate the stability condition in terms of Lyapunov functions and discuss 
its relation with other conditions used in similar contexts by other authors, as well as some 
examples. 
The requirement of strong asymptotic stability of the equilibrium set l io( t ,  x)  with respect 
to  the associated inclusion (12) may happen t o  be too restrictive in some applications. In 
Section 5 we replace it by strong asymptotic stability of the invariance envelop of l io( t ,  x) ,  
which is an  essentially weaker condition. The price of this relaxation is, however, that  ZE 
is upper semicontinuous only in the C x (L1-weak) topology. Moreover, convexity of the 
graph of F with respect of y is required. The result extends that  of [ I l l .  
Section 6 is devoted to  the lower semicontinuity of Z,  in the C x L1 metric. The principle 
condition here is the weak asymptotic stability of each point of the equilibrium set Ko(t ,  x)  
with respect to the associated inclusion (12). The result complements those in [28, 21, 101. 
The somewhat longer proofs of the two main results-the upper semicontinuity in the 
Tikhonv metric and the lower semicontinuity in the C x L1 metric- are given in appendixes 
A and B,  respectively. 
3 Upper semicontinuity in the Tikhonov metric: General 
theorem 
We start by introducing some notations. The closed unit ball in Rm (as well as in all 
linear normed spaces) will be denoted by B. The distance (with respect to  any metric - 
usually the Euclidean one) from a point x to a set S is denoted by dist(x, S ) .  The Hausdorff 
distance between two compact sets P and Q in a metric space is defined as 
H ( P ,  Q)  = sup{dist(p, Q) ,  dist(q, P )  ; P E P, q E Q). 
We also denote by PsA the projection of the set A E R' on the closed set S C RT, that  is, 
P s A  = {x E S ; Jx  - a \  = dist(a, S )  for some a E A). 
In particular, PzF (or P y F )  will denote the projection of F on the x-space Rm (y-space 
Rn, respectively). Thus ~ ( t ,  x, y) = Py F ( t ,  x,  y) (see (12)). 
Now we formulate the assumptions. 
Supposition A l .  F : [0, TI x Rm x Rn + Rm x Rn is non-empty convex compact valued, 
measurable in t ,  locally bounded and locally Lipschitz (with respect to  the Hausdorff metric) 
in (x, y), uniformly with respect to t;  PxF( t ,  a ,  a )  is continuous, uniformly in t E [O,T], on 
the compact sets in Rm x Rn; p( . ,  ., .) is continuous. 
Supposition A2. There is a compact set D C Rm and a non-empty compact valued 
mapping K : [O,T] x D 3 Rn which is continuous, Lipschitz in x and satisfies 
K( t ,  x)  C ~ o ( t ,  x) dg {Y ; 0 E P y F ( t ,  x ,  y)} V ( t ,  x) E [0, TI x D. (13) 
The set K(t ,  x)  will play the role of the "isolated zero" in the Tikhonov theorem, while 
JiO(t, x)  is the set of all "zeros". 
def Supposition A3. The mapping (t, x)  H Fo(t, x) = IP,F(t, x, K ( t ,  x)) is Lipschitz contin- 
uous with respect to  x E D with integrable on [0, TI Lipschitz constant; all solutions of the 
differential inclusion 
i ( t )  E co Fo(t, x), x(0) = xO (14) 
remain in the interior of D on [0, TI. 
Supposition A4. (Strong asymptotic stability of K in the sense of Lyapunov.) For every 
p > 0 there exists 6 = 6(p) > 0 and for every u > 0 there exists ro = ~ ~ ( 6 ,  u) such that 
for every ( t ,  x )  E [0, TI x D every solution y(.) of the associated inclusion (12) for which 
dist(y(O), #(t, x)) 5 6 exists on [0, +m) and satisfies 
dist(y(r), ~ ( t , x ) )  < p VT 2 0 and dist(ij(r), K ( t ,  x)) < u V r  2 ro. 
Supposition A5. For every u > 0 there exists ro  = ro(u) such that every solution yo(.) of 
exists on [0, +m) and satisfies 
The proofs of the next proposition and of the theorem below will be given in Appendix A. 
Proposition 1 Suppose that A1 - A5 are fulfilled (here (13) and Lipschitz continuity of 
K ( t , - )  need not be required). Then there exist EO > 0 such that for each E E ( O , E ~ ]  every 
solution (x,(-), y,(.)) of (9),  (10) is extendible to [0, TI, x,(t) E int D for t E [0, TI and 
a, dg sup dist(x,(-), P,&) (here the distance is in C([O, TI), 
xc€P*Zc 
def 7E(t) = SUP d i ~ t ( ~ € ( t ) ,  K( t ,  x,(t))) 
( x c , ~ c ) € Z r  
have the properties a) lim,,o a, = 0; b) y,(-) are uniformly bounded; c) lim,,o y,(t) = 0 
uniformly on each subinterval [8, TI, 8 > 0. 
The above proposition will be used in the proof of the main result, but it is also of inde- 
pendent interest. In fact, it readily implies the convergence claim of the Tikhonov theorem 
if K( t ,  x)  is single valued. This proposition "provokes" the idea to redefine the limit set Zo 
as 
20 = {(5(.), Y(-) )  ; x(.) E pzzo, ~ ( t )  E Ic(t,  ~ ( t ) ) ,  t E [O, TI). 
Obviously with this definition for E = 0 the mapping Z, would be upper semicontinuous in 
the Tikhonov metric. It is also clear, that  Zo C 20, but the last set is (as a rule, in the set- 
valued case) strictly bigger than Zo. In particular, Z, would not be lower semicontinuous if 
defined in the above modified way. Therefore, we stick to  the formal definition of Zo given 
in the introduction. 
The following simple example shows that  Proposition 1 still do not imply that  the Tikhonov 
distance from (x,, y,) to Zo tends to  zero with E ,  that  is, suppositions A1-A5 do not imply 
upper semicontinuity in the Tikhonov metric. 
Example 1. Consider the following control system: 
Obviously suppositions AlLA5 are fulfilled for K ( t ,  x)  = Ko(t,  x)  = {(yl ,  y2) ; y1 E 
[- 1,1], y2 E [- 1,1]) - the set of equilibrium points of the associated system. 
Define the function u, to be equal alternatingly to 1 or -1 on intervals with length &In 2, 
starting with value 1. Denote by tf , t ; .  . . the jump points of u,. Then define v, to have 
exactly one jump in each interval [ tf , t f+l] ,  chosen so that y2(t) has the sign of uE(t). This 
is possible, as simple calculation shows. Denote by (xE, yf ,  y4) the corresponding trajectory. 
The degenerate system for this example is 
Somewhat longer calculations show that  the Tikhonov distance from (xE,  yf,y;) to Zo is 
bigger than a positive constant (0.2 is such) no matter how small is E .  The reason for 
the discontinuity in this example is that  the control u and the "fast" variable y2 interact 
nonlinearly in the "slow" equation. 
As the above example indicates, in order to ensure that  2, converges to Zo in the Tikhonov 
metric one has to impose some additional condition. Below we formulate such a condition, 
concerning only the structure of the right-hand side F of (9). 
Denote by Lins V the support subspace to the convex set V C Rn: 
Lins V = Lin (V - v), where v E V. 
Supposition A6. The set-valued mapping F in (9) has the form 
where F2 satisfies the same conditions as k in Supposition A l ,  B : [0, TI x Rm I+ Rmxn,  
In is the ( n  x n)-unit matrix and U : [O,T] x Rn + Rn is a continuous, convex compact 
valued mapping. Moreover, let 
i) Lins U(t, x )  have a constant dimension; 
ii) PLins u(t,xlLins F2(t ,  x, y) C Ker B(t ,  2) .  
We mention that now 
and the corresponding requirements about F and P,F in Supposition A 1  are still in effect. 
In view of Example 1 the above condition is not that much restrictive: in control-theoretical 
terms it means that the controls u that influence directly both the "slow" and the "fast" 
equations should enter linearly, with multipliers that  do not depend on the "fast" variables. 
On the other hand, no similar restrictions concern the control inputs (encapsulated in Fl 
and F2)  that enter either in the "slow", or in the "fast" subsystem but not in both of them. 
We remind that  a set-valued mapping [ O , 1 ]  3 E - r ( ~ )  C S (where S is a topological 
space) is upper semicontinuous a t  E = 0 iff for every open set R C S such that  r(O) c 52 it 
holds also r ( ~ )  c R for all sufficiently small E. If S is a metric space, then we say that  r 
is metrically upper semicontinuous if the above property is fulfilled for each R of the form 
R = {s E S ;  dist(s, r (0 ) )  < cr}, cr > 0. If the closure of r(O) is compact, then metric upper 
semicontinuity implies upper semicontinuity, but not in general. 
Theorem 1 Suppose that A1-A6 are satisfied. Then for all suficiently small E every 
solution of (16),(10) is extendible to [0, TI and the mapping E - Z, is metrically upper 
semicontinuous at  E = 0 with respect to the Tikhonov metric. 
Metric upper semicontinuity is equivalent to  the following property: for every sequence 
z, E 2, there are 2, E Zo such that z, - 5, - 0 in the Tikhonov metric. It is also 
equivalent to 
sup dist(z,,Zo) - 0  with E - 0 ,  
zc EZC 
where the distance is in the Tikhonov metric. 
In the case of a differential equation one may just take U(t ,x)  = (0) and Fl and F2 - 
single valued. In this case A 6  is automatically fulfilled, while A1-A5 are implied by the 
assumptions of the Tikhonov theorem, if we take Ii'(t,x) = I io( t ,x)  to be the unique zero 
of the "fast" equation. Since in this case Z, and Zo are also single valued we obtain the 
Tikhonov theorem. 
In control theory it often happens that  the controls influencing directly the "slow" and the 
"fast" equations are independent. In such a situation one also may take U(t, x )  = (0) and 
skip A6. On the other hand, as Example 1 shows, A 6  is essential in the more general case 
of controls that  enter simultaneously in the "slow" and in the "fast" equations. 
The stability assumption A 4  deserves a special attention. It will be discussed in the next 
section together with some examples and applications of Theorem 1. 
4 Upper semicontinuity in the Tikhonov Metric: Particular 
cases and examples 
First we shall elaborate the strong asymptotic stability condition A 4  giving a more practical 
sufficient condition. Since it concerns the associated inclusion (12),  where t and x are fixed, 
we sometimes omit them in the notations. Thus, the question is under what conditions a 
set Ii' consisting of equilibrium points of is strongly asymptotically stable (in the sense 
of A4) .  
The following proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the required type 
of stability in terms of Lyapunov functions. The proof adapts the ideas from the similar 
considerations in [6, Chapter 141 (where K consists of a single point) and [5, Sect.61 (where 
the stability - not necessarily asymptotic - of a set Ii' is investigated). 
Proposition 2 Suppose that G : Rn + Rn is convex compact valued and upper semicontin- 
uous. Then strong asymptotic stability of the compact set Ii with respect to the diflerential 
inclusion 
Y E G(Y) (17) 
(in the sense employed in A4)  is equivalent to the following: there exists a function V : 
Rn x [0, +oo) [O, + m )  which is lower semicontinuous, V(x, 0 )  is monotone decreasing 
and 
ai) Qp > 0 36 > 0 : Ii' + 6B c {y ; V(y, 0) 5 p); 
a2 )Vp> O 3 6 > O  : {y ;  V(y ,O)16)c  I i + p ~ ;  
bl)  lim,,+, V(y, T)  = 0 uniformly with respect to y in some neighborhood Ii- + bOB of Ir'; 
b2) any trajectory y(.) of (17) which exists on some interval [O,O) and for which y(0) E 
Ir' + bOB satisfies 
V(Y(T), 0) 5 V ( Y ( ~ ) ,  r )  vr  E [ O l  8)- 
One may look for a Lyapunov function in the form V(y, r )  = V(y)e-2pT (corresponding to  
exponential asymptotic stability), where V(y) is locally Lipschitz and satisfies a l )  and a2).  
Then b l )  is also satisfied and b2) is implied by 
on the trajectories of (17), where p > 0 and V+(y;  77) is the upper Dini derivative of V in 
the direction 77. A standard argument shows that the last inequality is satisfied if 
for every y in a neighborhood of K .  For example, one can take V(y) = 0.5dist(y, K ) 2  (here 
dist could be taken with respect to  any Hilbert metric in R n ) .  To give a sufficient condition 
for (18) in this case, we need the notion of proximal normal cone. 
By definition, the proximal normal cone N k ( y )  to a closed set Ir' c Rn a t  y E K is the 
cone generated by the vectors z - y for which y E PK(z) .  
Suppose that  for every 2 E d K  (the boundary of K)  and 1 E Nk(z)  
Then for each y E Rn \ Ir' and z E P K ( Y )  we have 1 = y - z E N k ( z ) ,  therefore 
Taking into account that  V+(y; 77) = minzEp,(y)(y - z ,q )  we have 
sup v + ( ~ ;  77) = sup min (y - z ,q )  
VEG(Y) v ~ G ( y )  zEPi<(y) 
5 min sup (1,q) 1 -pdist(y, K ) ~  = -2pV(y). 
zEPii(Y) VEG(Z+[) 
Thus (18) is implied by (19), which appears to  be a sufficient condition for global strong 
(exponential) asymptotic stability of K with respect to  (17). 
Returning to the associated inclusion (9) we come up with the following condition. 
Condition B .  There is a positive constant p such that for each fixed ( t ,  x )  E [O,T] x D, 
for every y E dI<(t ,  x)  and for every 1 E Ni( t ,x)(y)  
We summarize the above conclusions in the next proposition. 
Proposition 3 Suppose that A1 (Section 3) is fulfilled and that K ( t ,  x)  c Ko(t, x)  is non- 
empty, closed and bounded, uniformly in t E [O,T], x E D. Then Condition B implies the 
stability conditions A4 and A5. 
Condition B, being sufficient for strong stability, implies also strong invariance of Ii'(t, x)  
with respect to the associated inclusion (12). Notice, that  the necessary and sufficient 
condition for strong invariance of Ir'(t, x) in "proximal" terms is 
[17, Theorem 2.11, [5, Theorem 3.11. Since K( t ,  x) consists of equilibrium points only, in 
fact 
Thus for a strongly invariant set K ( t ,  x) of equilibrium points of ~ ( t ,  x  a )  Condition B is 
equivalent to 
Clearly, the last inequality is implied by the following condition introduced in [ll] for 
investigation of the upper semicontinuity of 2,: for every t E [0, TI and x E D 
T a x  ( y  - y 7 )  - max ( - , 7') - 1  y - y 2  y ,  y E Rn. (21) 
V ~ ~ E F ( ~ , X , Y ~ ~ )  v 1 ~ F ( t , z , y f )  
Proposition 4 Suppose that A1 (Section 3) is fulfilled. Let condition (21) be fulfilled. 
Then K0(t, x) is non-empty and bounded (uniformly in (t,  x)  E [0, T]  x D). If, in addition, 
Ko(t, x) is strongly invariant with respect to the associated inclusion (12), then the stability 
conditions A4 and A5 are fulfilled. 
Proof. The proof uses ideas from [Ill. Condition (21) applied for y' = 0, y" = y E Rn 
gives (suppressing (t ,  x) in the notations) 
for 1y1 2 C - sufficiently large. Since NiB(y)  = cone{y) for 1 yJ  = C, (22) implies 
which means that  CB is weakly invariant (in fact, even strongly) with respect t o  k [27, 
Theorem 3.11 (see also [26, 51. Then k has an  equilibrium point in CB [2, Chapter 5.21 and 
KO # 0. If y E KO,  then (22) implies also 
( M  is a bound of F(o)), hence (yl 5 M l p .  Thus KO is non-empty and bounded. The last 
claim of the proposition is a consequence of Proposition 3 as  far as  it was shown tha t  (21) 
implies Condition B if K ( t ,  x)  is strongly invariant. Q.E.D. 
Thus (21) together with strong invariance of the set l io( t ,  x )  with respect t o  the  associated 
inclusion implies upper semicontinuity of Z, in the Tikhonov metric. I t  was proven in [ll] 
tha t  (21) together with convexity of the graph of F with respect t o  y ( a  condition close t o  
linearity, but essential) imply upper semicontinuity of 2, in the ( C  x L1-weak) topology. 
Thus, given (21), two quite different conditions arise in studying the upper semicontinuity 
of 2, in different topologies: either strong invariance of l i o ( t ,  x) ,  or,  alternatively, convexity 
of the graph of F ( t , x ,  a ) .  
We mention, tha t  (20) is essentially weaker than (21) as the following example shows. 
Example 2. Consider for x E Rn, y E R1 
x E F l ( t , x ,  y), x(0) = xO, 
EY E -y3 + Y + [-d,d], ~ ( 0 )  = yo. 
Suppose tha t  d > 2/3& so tha t ,  as trivial calculation show, l io(x)  = lie = [-k(d), k(d)] 
is an interval and k(d) > I/&. In this case (21) is not fulfilled, say, for y' = 0 and for ytt - 
sufficiently small. Nevertheless, Supposition B is easily verifiable. Indeed, one has t o  check 
it only for y E {-k(d), k(d)) and, for example, for y = k(d) we have N & ( ~ )  = (1 E R ;  1 2 
0). For 1 > 0 
max ( 1 , ~ )  1 -(3k(d)' - 1)12 = -p1112, p > 0. 
V E F ( ~ , ~ , Y + ~ )  
This example is remarkable in one more respect. Often in control theoretic considerations, 
where 
P ( Y )  = { f ( y , u )  ; .u E U), 
in order t o  ensure certain continuity of the trajectory bundle one requires tha t  f ( . ,  u) has 
a unique stable equilibrium for each u E U. This is not the  case in Example 2, since for 
u = 0 (and for many others u E U) the corresponding equation y = -y3 + y has three 
equilibrium points, one of which - u = 0 - is unstable. Nevertheless, 2, is not only upper 
semicontinuous in the Tikhonov metric (according t o  Theorem I ) ,  but also turns out  t o  be 
lower semicontinuous in the ( C  x Lz)-metric (see Section 6 or [28]). 
Condition B is a relatively strong one, especially the implicit requirement that  I iO( t ,  x )  
is strongly invariant, but that  is the price for the upper semicontinuity in the Tikhonov 
metric. We shall elaborate in more details the case 
P ( t , x , y )  = f ( t , x , y ) + C ( t , x ) U ,  U  c RT is convexand compact. (23)  
Suppose that  f is continuously differentiable in y  and that  the derivative ( d f ) / ( d y )  is 
invertible. Suppose also that  the equation 
0 = f ( t ,  x ,  Y )  + C ( t ,  x ) u  
is solvable for each t  E [0,  T I ,  x  E D and u  E U  and that  the solution [ ( t ,  x ,  u )  is unique. 
In order to interpret Condition B in this special case we remind some notions and properties 
from the set-valued analysis. For y  E Iio 
1 
T K ~ ( Y )  = { p  E Rn ; lim inf -dist(y + hp,  K O )  0 )  h+O+ h  
is the contingent cone to Iio a t  y. Its polar cone 
Nri0(y)  = (1 E Rn ; ( 1 , ~ )  I 0 VP E T K , ( Y ) )  
is known to satisfy 
N k 0 ( y )  c N I < ~ ( Y ) .  
Using the obvious continuous differentiability of < ( u )  (we suppress again ( t ,  x )  in the nota- 
tions) and the relation Iio = [ ( U )  one easily obtains that  for y  = [ ( u )  
Then in view of (24)  
Then it is enough to ensure that  (20)  is fulfilled for every 1 E N ( y ) .  
Take arbitrary y  E K O ,  1 E N  ( y )  and 7  E P ( y  + 1 ) .  For some u ,  v  E U  we have 
Subtracting and multiplying by 1 we obtain 
( 4 7 )  = (1, f ( Y  + 1 )  - f ( Y ) )  + ( 1 ,  C ( v  - 4).  
Then, in order to ensure (20)  it suffices to suppose 
( f @ ,  X ,  ~ 2 )  - f ( t , x ,  Y I ) ,  ~2 - Y i )  5 -ply2 - y1I2, V  yl E x ) ,  yz E Rn (25)  
and, in addition 
(1, C(v - u)) 5 0 Vu, v E U, V1 E N (<(u)). 
Taking into account the definition of N(y)  and since v - u E Tu(u) we conclude that the 
last inequality is implied by 
Thus we proved the following. 
Proposition 5 Suppose that has the form (23) and that the suppositions formulated next 
to (23) are fulfilled. Then the stability suppositions A4 and A5 of Theorem 1 are implied 
by (25) together with the condition 
for all t E [0, TI, a E Rm and u E U. 
We mention that  condition (25) ensures stability of the drift term f ,  while (26) turns out to  
be a sufficient condition (together with (25)) for strong invariance of Ko(t ,  a )  with respect 
to  the associated inclusion (cf. [17, Theorem 2.11, or 15, Theorem 3.11). 
If f is continuously differentiable in y then condition (25) is implied by strict negative 
definiteness of on the manifold {(t,x,[(t,x))}. The last condition is commonly used 
in the singular perturbation literature from its very beginning, as well as in the control 
theoretical context (see e.g. [16, 41 and Remark 1 below). 
Remark 1. The stability condition (25) reflects the particular choice of the Lyapunov 
function V(y) = 0 .5d i~ t (y , I i ' )~ .  A weaker condition can be obtained by using the same 
Lyapunov function but with respect to  a more general metric in Rn. For example, for a 
linear fast differential inclusion 
~y E A(t, x)y + U(t, a ) .  
condition (25) requires (uniformly in ( t ,  x))  negative definiteness of A(t, a )  while, in fact, 
suppositions A 4  and A5 are ensured by 
where a (A)  are eigenvalues of A. To show this one may take as a Lyapunov function 
V(y) = (P( t ,x )y ,y )  with appropriate P ( a  symmetric positive definite solution of the 
corresponding algebraic Lyapunov equation). 
As a particular case of Proposition 5 we consider a set-valued mapping @ defined as 
In this case condition (25) requires that  afi/ayi-5 -a < 0 for each t,  x,  y, while (26) is 
automatically fulfilled as a consequence of the last inequality. Theorem 1 is applicable. 
As an application one can interpret the fast system 
(f  and C are defined in accordance with (27)) as a dynamic sensor model: y l , .  . . , y, are 
dynamic sensors tracking different outputs under perturbations u l ,  . . . , u,. The perturba- 
tions are independent of each other in the sense that  U = [O, 11" is a Cartesian product. 
Consider a closed-loop system 
fed back by the output y and disturbed by v. Denote by xE[u, v], yE[u, v] the trajectory of 
(29),(28) corresponding to  disturbances u and v. Let the task be to  evaluate the performance 
where to > 0 and Y(.) is a given reference observation (instead of "max" one can take 
integral on [O,T] in the performance function). Could one neglect the sensor dynamics 
in this problem? That is, could one approximate J, by the value Jo solving the simpler 
problem corresponding to  E = 0. The answer will be positive if the trajectory bundle of 
(29),(28) is continuous at  E = 0 in the Tikhonov metric. The lower semicontinuity issue in 
the considered example is simpler. The upper semicontinuity follows (supposing (25)) from 
Theorem 1 and the above considerations. 
We mention also that  one can interpret v as a control variable in the above model and 
consider a min-max optimal control problem with performance like JE, but taking "min" 
with respect to v. The sensor dynamics can also be neglected without significant loss of 
performance (if E is small). We stress the fact that this is not always the case in control 
problems even when the stability condition (25) is satisfied. Neglecting the dynamics in a 
sensor model like (28) may totally corrupt the result. As an example, which also illustrates 
the role of condition (26), we consider the following feedback tracking problem. 
Example 3. Consider a two-dimensional control system 
x1 = 2 ~ x 1  - 221x2 - U + 1, 
55, = 2(u - l )x l  - 2(1-  u)x2 + u, u E [0, 11 
for which two observations yl( t)  and y2(t) are available a t  the current moment t. Let the 
sensor equations be 
where w E [-8, 81 is a perturbation (the value 8 is taken just for convenience). Suppose that  
the task is to design an output feedback regulator u = u(yl(t) ,  y2(t)) such that  the closed 
loop system has a prescribed behaviour. Namely, we want t o  ensure that  any trajectory of 
the closed-loop system that  starts from the set 
remains in this set. A "good" idea is to  simplify the problem by neglecting the sensors 
dynamics. Supposing instantaneous response of the sensor (E = 0) we come to  the static 
sensor model 
Y1 = 51 + w, Y2 = 5 2  + w. 
It is easy to  verify that  supposing yl, y2 to  satisfy the last (degenerate) equations, the 
set-valued output feedback low 
solves the problem. One may expect that  if the actual observation comes from the dynamic 
sensor (with "fast" response E ) ,  then the same feedback control will still "approximately 
work", namely, that  any trajectory starting from M will stay O(E)-near M at  least on a finite 
time-interval. This is not the case. It can be shown that  for an appropriately oscillating 
disturbance w (in the spirit of Example 1) the corresponding trajectory of the closed-loop 
system starting from the point (0, -0.5) E M has dist((xl( l) ,  x 2 ( l ) ) ,  M )  >_ 0.25, no matter 
how small is E.  The reason for this irregularity is that  condition (26) is not satisfied ((25) 
is apparently satisfied). 
5 Upper semicontinuity in the C x (L1-weak) topology 
In this section we investigate the convergence of 2, in the C x (L1-weak) topology. Theo- 
rem 1 implies upper semicontinuity of 2, also in this topology, but under the condition of 
strong asymptotic stability of the equilibrium set KO with respect to  the associated inclu- 
sion. Below we relax this condition requiring strong asymptotic stability of the invariance 
envelope of KO. However, in addition we require (as in [ l l ] )  convexity of the graph of F 
with respect to  y. 
Consider (9), (10) supposing A l .  As before we denote 
Ko(t ,z)  = {y ;  0 E IP,F(t ,z ,y)) .  
Let K ( t ,  z) be the strongly invariant envelope of l i o ( t , z )  with respect to the associated 
inclusion (12). That  is, l i ( t ,  z )  is the minimal closed set containing Ii-o(t, z )  and such that  
every trajectory of (12) starting from it remains in it. In fact, K ( t ,  z )  is the closure of the 
reachable set (with free end-time) of (12) starting from Ii-o(t, z) .  
Supposition A2'. I io(t ,  z )  # 0 for every (2, z )  E [0, TI x D and the invariance envelope 
K : [0, TI x D 3 Rn is compact valued and continuous. 
Furthermore, we suppose also that A3-A5 are fulfilled for the so-defined Ii. Instead of the 
structural condition A6 we assume now 
Supposition A6'. For each (t ,  z )  E [0, T] x D the graph of F ( t ,  z ,  -) is ' convex. 
Theorem 2 Let suppositions A l ,  A2', A3, A4, A5 and A6' be fulfilled. Then the map- 
ping E --+ Z, is upper semicontinuous at  E = 0 with respect to the C x (L1-weak) topology. 
Proof. Upper semicontinuity is implied by the following property: for arbitrary sequences 
~k + 0, (zk( . ) ,  yk(.)) E ZEk there is a subsequence converging (in the specified topology) to  
some (zo(.),  yo(.)) E Zo. We shall prove the last property. 
Proposition 1 implies that zk( . )  and yk(.) are bounded in C ,  hence the sequence kk(.) is 
also bounded. Thus one can extract a subsequence (we do not change the indexation) 
(zk( . ) ,  yk(.)) converging to  some (zo(.),  yo(.)) in the C x (L1-weak) topology. It remains to  
prove that  (zo(.), yo(.)) E ZO. 
The key point to  do this is to observe that  ~ ~ y ~ ( . )  converges t o  zero in the L1-weak topology. 
Indeed, as far as the sequence yk(.) is bounded in C we have for each t E [0, TI 
The proof can be completed as that of Theorem 1 in [ l l ] ,  but here we give a somewhat 
simpler argument. Applying Mazur's theorem we find for every k a finite collection at 1 0, 
i 2 k, a! = 1, such that (again for subsequences) 
for a.e. t E [0, TI. Take an arbitrary 6 > 0. Then 
for a.e. t and all sufficiently large i. This means that 
(* stands for transposition) and since the set in the right-hand side is convex, also 
Hence, 
Passing to the limit and then taking into account that 6 was arbitrarily chosen we complete 
the proof. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. The supposition that K ( t ,  x)  is the strongly invariant envelope of Ko(t ,  x )  was 
not used in the proof and is not essential. However, the generality that this remark brings 
can be seen to be somewhat illusionary, taking into account the stability condition. 
In order to elaborate the stability condition A4 for the particular choice of Ii as the strongly 
invariant envelope of KO we need the following result, which extends [17, Theorem 1.21. 
Lemma 1 Let Po C Rn be closed and let P be its strongly invariant envelope with respect 
to the diflerential inclusion 
Y E G(Y),  (30) 
where G is locally Lipschitz. Then  for every y E P 
max ( 1 , ~ )  F 0 V 1  E N;(Y) 
aEG(y)  
and for every y E P \ Po 
A s  a consequence, i f  Po consists only of equilibrium points of G ,  then (32) is fulfilled for 
all y E P. 
Proof. The inequality (31) is claimed by Theorem 3.1 in [5] - it is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for strong invariance, obtained independently also in [17]. 
Let y E P \ Po. Suppose that  (32) is not true, that  is, 
max (1,q) 5 - 6  < 0 
tlEG(y) 
for some 1 E Nb(y) ,  111 = 1. Since P is the closure of the reachable set of (30) there is a 
sequence of trajectories yk(-) such that  
where tk 2 0. If tk -+ 0, then we easily obtain y E Po since G is locally Lipschitz. This 
contradicts the assumption, therefore tk > r for some r > 0. Then zk = yk(tk - Tk) E P 
for all sufficiently large k ,  where Tk = Jh; d ~ f  m. We have 
where L is the Lipschitz constant of G in a neighborhood of y. Multiplying by 1 we obtain 
for an appropriate constant cl 
and 
(17 Y - zk) 5 -6rk + +l(hk + 7k)~k + hk 5 -6rk + c2r; 
de f Let q be a condensation point of qk = (zk - y)/Izk - yl. Since 
and y + crkqk E P ,  we have q E Tp(y) - the contingent cone to  P a t  y defined in Section 4. 
According t o  (24) applied to  the set P we have (1,q) 5 0. Hence, 
Combining with (33) we obtain 
-o(rk) 5 -rk6 + ~ 2 7 : ~  
which leads t o  the contradiction 6 5 0. Q.E.D. 
Let us return to  the stability conditions A4 and A5. In Section 4 we showed that  a sufficient 
condition for A4 and A5 is the existence of a positive p such that  
for every ( t 7 x )  E [07T]  x D, y E K ( t ,  x) and 1 E N ~ ( ~ , . ) ( Y ) .  As before, F = P Y F .  (See also 
Remark 1 in Section 4 for possible use of more general Lyapunov functions.) 
Since the set IL'(t, x )  is the strongly invariant envelope of the set of equilibriums of (12), 
the above lemma gives 
for every t,  x,  y and 1 as in (34). Thus, denoting u(PI1) = maxPEp(l,p) (the support function 
of the closed set P ) ,  condition (34) turns out to be equivalent to 
for every ( t ,  x )  E [0, TI x D ,  y' E K ( t ,  x)  and y" E Rn such that y" - y' E Nk(r,x)(Y'). This 
is an essentially weaker form of the condition introduced in [ll], the latter requiring that  
(35) is fulfilled for all y', y" E Rn (see Example 2 in Section 4). 
We outline the difference between the stability conditions in this and in the preceding 
sections by a "fast" inclusion in the form of (23). For upper semicontinuity in the Tikhonov 
metric (Theorem 1)  we require asymptotic stability of Ko(t ,  x) ,  which in this case amounts 
of stability of the drift term (25) and strong invariance of Ico(t, x)  (26). In the present 
section the set IL'(t, x)  is strongly invariant by definition and A 4 ,  A 5  are implied by (25) 
alone. Some examples follow. 
Example 4. In the next three systems y = (y l ,  y2) E R2: 
The drift terms in all of these examples are obviously stable in the sense of (25). Proposi- 
tion 5 is applicable to the first two systems - the second is in the form of (27), while (26) 
can easily be checked for the second one. Thus one can claim upper semicontinuity of 2, 
in the Tikhonov metric. The third system does not satisfy A 4  since = {(yl, y2) ; yl = 
2y2 E [-I ,  1.1) is not strongly invariant with respect to the associated system 
The invariant envelope of KO for this system can be explicitly found, but what is actually 
essential is that  it is bounded. Then Theorem 2 can be applied as far as the overall system 
is linear in y (thus has a convex graph). Here only L1-weak convergence of the "fast" 
variables can be claimed, but upper semicontinuity of 2, in the Tikhonov metric really 
does not take place. 
We mention that  in Example 1 considered in Section 2 the trajectory bundle 2, is not 
upper semicontinuous at  E = 0 even in the C x (L1-weak) topology. The reason is that  
the corresponding differential inclusion does not have a convex graph. The last condition is 
essential. On the other hand, in Example 1 the family of the slow trajectories X, = P,Z, 
is upper semicontinuous in C. In the next example (analysed in detail in [8]) even X, is 
not upper semicontinuous. in C at  E = 0. 
Example 5. 
Here the right-hand side of the first equation can be replaced with the smooth (yl - 2 ~ 2 ) ~  
or even by the bilinear u(yl - 2y2). X, is still not upper semicontinuous and the reason is 
again the nonconvexity of the graph of F. 
6 Lower semicontinuity in the C x L1 metric 
In this section we investigate the lower semicontinuity of the set of trajectories 2, of a 
singularly perturbed differential inclusion. Similarly as in Supposition A6 (Section 3), in 
the case of a singularly perturbed control system it is reasonable to make difference between 
the controls acting independently either in the slow or in the fast subsystem and those acting 
in both of them. For this reason we consider the following more detailed representation of 
(7)7(8): 
where u E U, vl E Vl, v2 E V2. In other terms, we suppose in advance that  the right-hand 
side of differential inclusion (9) has the form 
where Fl : [O,T] x Rm x Rn x U + Rm, F2 : [O,T] x Rm x Rn x U + Rn, U C R'. 
Formally, taking set-valued Fl and F2 instead of single-valued ones (like in (7),(8)) does 
not increase the generality, but will allow to  formulate the stability requirement below in 
an essentially weaker way. In control terms, certain stability of f2  will be supposed for all 
fixed values of u, but not for all values of vl and v2. 
The following will be required. 
Supposition C1. Fl and F2 are non-empty convex compact valued, locally bounded 
and locally Lipschitz with respect to  (x,  y, u), uniformly in t ;  Fl is measurable in t ,  F2 is 
continuous; the set U is convex and compact. 
Supposition C2. There is a compact set D c Rm such that for each t E [O,T], x E D 
and u E U the set 
k o ( t , x , u )  = { y ;  0 E F z ( ~ , x , Y ,  u ) )  
is non-empty; the mapping k o  is convex compact valued, continuous and Lipschitz contin- 
uous in x .  
Supposition C3. All solutions of the differential inclusion 
i ( t )  E co{~~(t,x,1;6(t,x,u),u);  E U ) ,  x ( 0 )  = x o 
remain in the interior of D on [O,T]. 
Supposition C4. (Weak asymptotic stability of each point of k o . )  For every p > 0 there 
exists 6 = 6 ( p )  > 0 and for every v > 0 there exists ro = ro (6 , v )  such that  for every 
( t ,  x ,  u )  E [0,  TI x D x U ,  for every y E k o ( t ,  x ,  u )  and for every yo E y + 6 B  there exists a 
solution Q ( . )  of the associated inclusion 
S(.) E F2(t7 5 , 5 ( ~ ) ,  4, f i(0) = Y O ,  (36) 
on [0 ,  +oo) such that  
( y  p V 0 and I @ ( r ) - y /  < v  VT > T O .  
Supposition C5. There is a compact set Go c Rn such that for every v > 0 there is 
ro = r o ( v )  such that  for each u E U and y E ko(O, xO, u )  there is a solution y o ( - )  of 
d 
-fiO(r) E F ( O ,  xO, yO(r)) ,  yO(0) = yo d r 
on [ O ,  ro) which satisfies 
fiO(r) E G o  V r  2 0 and lyO(ro) - y l  < v. 
Theorem 3 Suppose that C1-C5 are fulfilled and that the set Zo is non-empty. Then  the 
set Z ,  is non-empty for all suficiently small E > 0 and the mapping E --+ Z ,  is lower 
semicontinuous i n  C x L1. 
The proof will be given in Appendix B. 
We remind that the lower semicontinuity claim of the above theorem means that  for every 
20 E ZO and for every sequence ~k -+ 0 there are corresponding z k  E Z,, such that  
Equivalently, for every zo E Zo 
dist(zo, 2,) -t 0 with E -t 0, 
where dist is in the C x L1 metric. 
Similarly as in Section 4 the stability conditions C 4  and C 5  can be elaborated in terms 
of Lyapunov functions. In particular, taking the same Lyapunov function V(y, r) = 
0 . 5 e - ~ ~ ' d i s t ( ~ ,  z o ( t ,  x, u))  one comes up with the condition 
max (y - y, 7) 5 -ply - yI2 Vy E I?o(t, x,  u) ~y E Rn, 
I IEFz(~,~,Y,u)  
which is sufficient for C 4  and C5 .  
The convexity assumption about k o  might be somewhat superfluous, as the result in [28] 
indicates. However, the nonconvex case requires a more profound set-analytic techniques 
and could be a subject of further investigation. 
Appendix A 
In the subsequent results and proofs we use the notations introduced in the main text. 
The proofs of the next lemma and proposition go along the line of proof of the Tikhonov 
theorem given in [24]. However, the set-valued case requires corresponding changes (like 
the use of the Filippov theorem) and we present the detailed proofs for completeness. 
Lemma 2 Suppose that A l l  A 2  and A 4  are fulfilled (except that (13) and Lipschitz con- 
tinuity of K ( t ,  .) need not be required). Then for every p > O there exists EO = ~ ~ ( p )  > O 
such that for every to E [O,T], xo E int D and yo for which dist(yo,li'(to, 50)) < S(p/2) 
(see Supposition A4)  and for every E E (0, EO], each solution (x,(.), y,(.)) of (9) with initial 
condition x,(to) = so ,  yE(tO) = yo is extendible and satisfies 
at least as long as  x,(t) E int D and t 5 T 
Proof. Supposition A 1  guarantees local extendibility of the solutions of (9). Therefore, 
it is enough to  prove that  for any solution (x,(.),y,(.)) starting from ( so ,  yo) at  to, the 
inequality (37) holds as long as x,(t) E int D and t 5 T .  
Assume that  for some p > 0 a number €0 = ~ ~ ( p )  > 0 for which the last property holds does 
not exist. Then there are sequences { ~ k )  -+ 0, th E [O,T), xh E int D, y,$ E li'(th, x,k) + d B  
(we set for brevity 6 = 6(p/2)) and corresponding solutions (x,,(.), yEk(.)) of (9) starting 
from (tgk, xgk, y,$) such that  for each k the inequality (37) fails a t  some moment t while xEk(.)  
is still in int D .  Because of the continuity of li, x,,(.) and y,,(.) this implies existence of 
fk > tgk such that 
d i s t ( ~ ~ k  ( t )7  IL'(t, X E , ( ~ ) )  < p ,  t E [t;, ik) (38) 
(notice that  6(p/2) 5 p/2  < p by the sense of Supposition A 4 ,  therefore fk > tgk) and 
while x,, ( t)  E int D ,  t E [tgk, fk]. Again a continuity argument (and 6 < p)  implies that 
there is a maximal t in (tgk,fk) (denoted by tk )  such that  
Then for t E ( t k , f k )  
6 < dist(y,, ( t ) ,  l i ( t ,  x,,(t)) < p. 
The relations tk E [0, TI, x,,(tk) E D ,  yEk(tk) E K(tk,  x,,(tk)) + 6B imply that  the sequence 
{tk,x,,(tk),y,,(tk))} has a cluster point (tl,x',yl). It can be supposed that  the whole 
sequence converges to  this point. 
Obviously (Z,,(.), y,,(.)) solves on [O, Tk] the inclusion 
where 
and IT is the (T x T)-unit matrix. Consider differential inclusion 
5 = 0, Z(0) = XI,  
E P y F ( t l ,  5, jj), jj(0) = y1 
on the interval [O, TO], where TO = tauo(6, 612) (see Supposition A 4 )  is fixed in such a way 
that  dist(ij(rO) < 612. 
From (40) we have dist(yl, I i ( t l ,  XI)) 5 6 and according to the definitions of 6 and TO 
Now the well known Filippov theorem (see e.g. [3,  Chapter 101 will be applied to (43 )  and 
the reference function (Z , , ( . ) ,  Y E , ( . ) )  on the interval [0 ,  rk] ,  where ~k = min{rk, ro ) .  As far 
as x,,(T) E D and 
(see ( 4 1 ) )  one can estimate on [ O ,  rk] 
5 E L M  + by(ltk + E k T  - t ' l ) ,  
where M is a bound of 1% F ( t ,  x ,  y) 1 on [0 ,  T ]  x D x E and 6, (.) is the modulus of continuity 
of PyF with respect to t on the same set. As far as Itk + E ~ T  - t'I converges to zero uniformly 
on [0 ,  rk] (notice that  Tk is bounded by ro) we obtain 
According to the Filippov theorem (43 )  has a solution ( Z k ( . ) ,  ck ( . ) )  on [0 ,  rk] such that 
uniformly in r E [0 ,  ~ k ] .  Having in mind that ( Z k ( - ) ,  i jk( . ))  satisfies ( 4 4 )  we obtain that 
for all sufficiently large k. Moreover, Zk(r )  = x', therefore taking t  E [ t k ,  tk + Ekrk] and 
T = ( t  - t k ) /Ek  we have 
if k is sufficiently large. The last inequality compared with ( 3 9 )  implies that  f k  > tk + ~ k ~ k ,  
which means that Tk = TO. But then ( 4 6 )  can be applied for T = TO and (45 )  gives 
for all sufficiently large k. As above one concludes also that 
6 
dist(y,,(tk + E ~ T O ) ,  Jc(tk + E ~ T O ,  xEk( tk  + E ~ T O ) )  < - 2 
for all sufficiently large k. But this contradicts the left inequality in ( 4 1 ) )  since tk + E ~ T O  E 
( t k ,  t k ) .  This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 1. We start with some preliminary technical remarks and notations. 
Define 
SX(4 
which monotonically converges to zero with p ,  because of the continuity of F and K. 
Moreover, A 3  implies that  the set of solutions of (14) is compact in C[O, TI, hence there is 
a compact set S, C int D containing the values of the trajectories of (14). Let Po > 0 be 
such that  still 
S, + PoB C int D. 
The compactness of l i (0 ,  so ) ,  A 1  and A 5  imply that there is a compact set S, c Rm such 
that  
go(.) E S,, > 0, 
for every solution yo(.) of (15). Denote also 
which monotonically converges to zero with a, because of the continuity of F. 
Finally, denote 
T 
C = exp 1 L,(t) dl, 
where L,(t) is the Lipschitz constant of Fo(t, .) on D (so that  C is finite according to  A3)  
and fix po > 0 such that 
Po TCSx(p0) I -. 2 (50) 
Now we proceed with the proof of the proposition. Local extendibility of the solutions of (9) 
is implied by A l .  Uniform boundedness of the solutions (which would give expendability 
till T )  is claimed in the second assertion. Moreover, x,(t) E int D follows from a )  if EO > 0 
is chosen so small that  a, < Po. Thus it remains to prove b) and c). 
Fix an arbitrary p E (0, pol and denote S = S(p/2) (see Supposition A4).  Let (x,(.), y,(.)) 
be a solution of (9) on [0, TI. Then 
satisfy the inclusion 
on [0, TIE], where J,  is defined as in the proof of Lemma 2. Consider the differential 
inclusion 
BO(r) = 0, zO(O) = so, 
So(.) E PYF(0 ,  zO( r ) ,  fO(tou)), gO(0) = yo (51) 
on the interval [0, ro], where ro = ro(6/3) (see Supposition A5) .  Denote I' = (xO + B )  x 
(S, + B) and assume that  (%,(r), y,(r)) E I' until some (maximal) moment T, 5 TO. Then 
where M is a bound of IPz(t, x,  y)l on [0, TI x I' and 6, is defined by (48). According to  the 
Filippov theorem there is a solution (z:(-), f:(.)) of (51) such that  
where C1 is independent of p and E.  Since ~ : ( r )  =. xO and $'(r) E Sy7 the last inequality 
shows that  for all sufficiently small E (so that CP, < 1) r, = TO. From A 5  and (52) we 
obtain successively 
26 dist(y,(ro)7 K(0,  so)) < - 
3 
diSt(yE(Er0), ~{(ETo, xE(Ero)) < 6 
for all sufficiently small E. Applying Lemma 2, (now for E < ~ ~ ( p ) )  we obtain 
where either t, = T or x,(&) E d D ,  but in both cases x,(t) E D for t E [0, GI. We remind 
that  according to  (52) (x,(t), y,(t)) E I' for t E [ O , E T ~ ] ,  hence 
diSt(~E(t), K( t ,  x,(t)) 5 C2, t E [O, &TO], 
where C2 is independent of p and E. 
Now we shall apply the Filippov theorem t o  differential inclusion (14) and reference function 
x,(.). Using (55), (53) and (54) we obtain 
where H t ( P ,  Q) d$ sup{dist(p,Q) ; p E P )  and 6, is defined in ( 4 7 ) .  According to the 
Filippov theorem there is a solution xz ( . )  of ( 1 4 )  such that 
where C is defined in (49) and the last inequality uses (50 ) .  Thus the right-hand side is 
less than Po for all sufficiently small E.  Hence, & = T .  Moreover, 
The properties a)  and b) and c) of a, and y(-) are obvious consequences of ( 5 5 ) ,  ( 5 3 )  and 
( 5 7 ) ,  since p > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small. Q.E.D. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 we shall use a stronger form of the theorem of Filippov. We 
formulate this stronger modification in a somewhat loose way and skip the proof which is 
standard. 
Lemma 3 Let H : [O,T] x RT + RT be convex compact valued and measurable in  t .  Let 
x ( . )  be a solution of the differential inclusion 
where q( . )  is integrable. Let H ( t ,  .) be Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant X( t )  i n  
the 6-neighborhood of x ( t ) ,  6 > 0 .  Suppose that A(.) is integrable and that 
Then  there exists a solution Z ( . )  of 
% ( t )  E H ( t , ? ( t ) ) ,  2 ( O ) = x o  
such that 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof will make use of the above auxiliary results and will 
consist of several steps. 
1. Preliminaries. Upper semicontinuity of Z ,  in the Tikhonov metric is equivalent to the 
following: for every sufficiently small E > 0 and for every z, = (x , ,  y,) E Z ,  there exists 
2, = (x,,y,) E Zo such that ( x ,  - % , I c  + 0 and r(y,,y,)  + 0 when E --t 0. 
Let 2, E Z ,  and let u , ( t )  E U ( t ,  x , ( t ) )  be the corresponding selection in the representation 
( 1 6 )  of F .  Proposition 1 implies that y, (as well as x, )  are uniformly bounded and A1 
implies that  there is a constant K such that 
for all sufficiently small E > 0 .  
We shall define a trajectory (it,, y,) E Zo  by an iteration procedure. (This iteration proce- 
dure can be avoided in the case of a convex set li and U ( t ,  z )  = ( 0 )  by using the Steiner 
point selection technique [3 ,  Chapter 91). At the k-th step we shall define appropriate 
x ; ( - ) , y : ( . )  (where E is fixed, but sufficiently small) and then we shall take the limit with 
respect to  k to  obtain the desired (it,, y,) E Z o .  
2. Description of the first iteration step. We start the iteration procedure with 
2: = x,, y: = y,, u: = u,. The first iteration step is somewhat different from the subsequent 
ones, therefore we describe it in detail and then we formulate the common rule. 
According to  Proposition 1  there exists a measurable function y ; ( t )  E I i ( t ,  x z ( t ) )  such that  
Since K ( t ,  x )  c l i o ( t ,  x)  we have 
for some measurable selection 
d ( t >  E U ( t ,  x Z ( t ) ) .  
Thus for some measurable & ( t )  E F 2 ( t , z : ( t ) ,  y ; ( t ) )  
Let X be the Lipschitz constant of F ( t ,  ., .) corresponding to the compact set G = D x 
( K ( [ O , T ] ,  D )  + v B ) ,  where v is an upper bound of y,(.). According to  Proposition 1 the 
values of ( x : ( t ) ,  y z ( t ) )  and ( x z ( t ) ,  y ; ( t ) )  belong to this set. The same will concern the values 
of the other pairs ( x f ( t ) ,  yf+'(t))  defined iteratively below as it will become clear in the end. 
There is a measurable selection v E ( t )  E F 2 ( t ,  x z ( t ) ,  y:(t)) such that  
Then the projection 
< E ( ~ )  = p ~ 2 ( t , ~ : ( t ) , y f  ( t ) ) 7 1 ~ ( ~ )  
is measurable and 
( J E ( t )  - 71,(t)l F X y E ( t ) .  
Subtracting ( 6 1 )  from ( 6 2 )  we obtain 
Condition i) in Supposition A6 implies that the projection map PLins v( t ,x)( . )  is continuous 
in ( t ,  x ) ,  therefore there exists a continuous n x n-matrix C ( t ,  x )  such that  PLins u ( t , x ) ( E )  = 
C ( t ,  x)l for each 1 E Rn. Multiplying (64) by C ( t ,  x:(t)) and then by B(t ,  x:(t)) and taking 
into account that uz(t) - @:(t) E Lins U(t ,  x:(t)) we obtain that 
= -BC(t ,  x:(t))(J,(t) - & ( t ) )  - BC(t ,  x,(t))(l;l,(t) - J,( t))  + BC(( t ,  x:(t))~3/:(t). 
Since J,(t) - &(t )  E Lins Fz(t, x:(t), yZ(t)) Supposition A6 ii) implies that  the first term in 
the right-hand side is zero, hence 
where 
W E ( . )  = ([,(a) - rlE(.)) + &Y:(t). 
Having in mind also (63) we obtain that x: satisfies the differential inclusion 
x:(t> E ~ ~ ( t ,  x:( ), ~ , 0 ( t ) )  + ~ ( t ,  ~ : ( t ) ) u : ( t )  + B C ( ~ ,  x : ( t ) ) ~ , ( t )  
0 c ~ l ( t , x : ( t ) ,  ~ , l ( t ) )  + ~ ( t ,  x:(t))u;(t) + B C ( ~ ,  x:(t))w,(t) + ~ y , ( t ) ~ ,  x,(o)  = x O .  (65) 
We shall apply Lemma 3 to the differential inclusion ( 6 5 )  for 
Having in mind (63) and the properties of y,  given in Proposition 1 we can represent 
where a,(t) + 0 uniformly. In order to  estimate the first term in the right-hand side we 
take one row d,(t) of BC(s,  x,(t)) and keep in mind that x,(.) are uniformly bounded and 
equi-Lipschitz, hence d,(.) are uniformly bounded (by a constant M) and equi-continuous. 
We know also that y, and E Y ,  are uniformly bounded (by constants M and I?, respectively). 
Take an arbitrary positive number 6 and t  E (0,  TI. Denote tj = jtlp, j  = 1,. . . , p,  where 
p is fixed so large that for each two numbers t', t" E [0, t]  for which It' - t"J < T l p  it holds 
Without any restriction we may assume that  E < 6 / (4MMp) ,  since all the constants in the 
right-hand side are independent of E .  We have 
Thus we obtain that p(q,)(-) (we use the notation from Lemma 3) converges uniformly to 
zero. Then Lemma 3 implies the existence of a solution x:(.) of 
for which 
P E  = ( I x ~ ( . )  - X~(.)IIC + 0. 
3. Descr ip t ion o f  t h e  ( k t  1)-st i t e ra t ion  s t ep .  Now we begin with the description of the 
k-th iteration step, supposing that absolutely continuous xi( .)  and measurable y:(-), u 3 . )  
are already defined for i = 0 , .  . . , k in such a way that 
where Co = X(L t M1(l  + L)),  L is the Lipschitz constant of K ( t ,  -) in D and MI is a bound 
of the norm of BC on [0, TI x D. From (66), (59), (60) and (67) we see that  (68)-(71) are 
fulfilled for k = 1. Only (72) is not fulfilled because of the specificity of the first step (for 
k = 1 we have (58), where y,(-) is only point-wise convergent). But, in fact, we shall not 
use the validity of (72) for k when proving that it holds for k + 1. 
In the end it will become clear that all (x,k(t), y;(t)), k > 1 belong to D x 1i([O, TI, D) for 
all sufficiently small E ,  therefore we skip checking this at  every step. 
From (69) and (71) we obtain 
Then there exists a measurable y,k+'(-) such that 
The  second relation is just ( 7 2 )  for k + 1. The first of the above relations means tha t  there 
is a measurable u,k+'(t) E ~ ( t ,  x ,k ( t ) ) ,  such tha t  
Thus (70 )  and ( 6 9 )  are also fulfilled for k + 1. 
On the other hand from ( 6 9 ) ,  ( 7 1 )  and the second relation in ( 7 3 )  we obtain 
c ~ z ( ~ ,  ~ , k ( ~ ) ,  Y $ + ' ( ~ ) )  + u,k(t) + Aa,k(t)( l+ L ) B .  
Thanks t o  Supposition A6 ii) we obtain exactly as  in the first step 
where 
l ~ E ( . ) l  5 Aa,k(t)(l + L ) .  
Using the above two relations and the second estimation in ( 7 3 )  we get 
F1(t,  x,k(t),  yEk+'(t)) + B ( t ,  x,k(t))u,k+'(t) + A ( ~ ' a , k ( t ) ( l +  L )  + ~ a : ( t ) ) B  
= ~ 1 ( t ,  x,k(t),  y$+'(t)) + ~ ( t ,  x,k(t))u,k+'(t) + coa,k( t )B .  
According t o  the (classical) Filippov theorem there exists a solution x:+'(.) of 
i,k+l E Fl ( t ,  x,k+'(t), y t+'( t))  + ~ ( t ,  x,k+' (t))u,k+' ( t ) ,  x,k+l ( 0 )  = x O ,  
such tha t  
t 
x k + l ( t )  - x : ( t ) l<  e m 1  c0a:(s )  ds  = 
t S k - l  
( e A T c o )  ( emco)  k-l  P, / k t k  .k+l ds  = ( e " ~ 0 )  %P, = , 
0 ( k  - l ) !  
The above two relations shaw tha t  (68 )  and (71 )  are fulfilled also for k + 1. This completes 
the ( k  + 1)-st iteration step. 
4) Passing to a limit. Notice tha t  sum of all a,k(t) is finite and can be estimated by 
where C 1  is independent of E and t .  According t o  Proposition 1 x:(t) + K B  c int D for some 
K > 0.  Since p, + 0 with E one may chose EO > 0 so small tha t  C I P ,  < K for E E (O,EO].  
Then x:( t)  E D for all E < EO which legitimates the use of the constants A ,  L and M' as 
they where defined above. 
The convergence of the sum in (74) together with (71) and (72) implies also uniform con- 
vergence of x,k(.) and ?/!(.) to respective xE(.) and y€(.). Since u,k(t) € U([O,T], D) which 
is bounded, one can take an L2-weakly convergent subsequent with a limit iiE(.) (we shall 
use the same indexes). 
5.  End of the proof. Thanks to  the uniform convergence of x,k(.), the convexity and the 
continuity of U(t, x) ,  and the Mazur theorem we obtain in a standard way 
By the same argument we have also 
Choosing a L2-weakly convergent subsequence of ~ , k ( . )  and employing for third time the 
Mazur theorem we obtain also 
The last three inclusions mean that (xE(.),  yE(.)) E Zo. Moreover, 
Because of the properties of the function yE(.) from Proposition 1 we have 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Appendix B 
In the proof of the lower semicontinuity of the trajectory set we shall use the following 
lemma, which we prove for completeness. 
Lemma 4 Let ( t ,  u) - M(t ,  u)  be a continuous mapping from [O,T] x U to the convex 
compact subsets of Rn. Then, given measurable functions uo(-) and yo(-) satisfying 
and a positive number a, there exist continuous Go(.) and Lipschitz continuous ilo(.) such 
that 
~ o ( t )  E M(t ,  Co(t)>, E U 
and 
Iluo(.> - fiO(.)llLl I a, IlYo(.) - YO(.>IIL, I a .  
Proof. The proof consists of three steps. First we approximate uo(-) by an appropriate 
Lipschitz selection ilo(-) of U. Then we approximate yo(-) by a continuous function that is 
not necessary a selection of M( t ,  ilo(t)), finaly we "project" it on M ( t ,  il,-,(t)) preserving the 
continuity. 
1. First we shall define an appropriate Go(.). Obviously uO(.) can be approximated in L1 
with any accuracy l / k  by a Lipschitz continuous selection uk(.)  of U, since U is convex. 
Denote pk(t) = Iuo(t)-uk(t)J. Since pk + 0 in L1, there is a subsequence (we keep the same 
indexes) such that  pk(t)  + 0 almost everywhere. Moreover, pk(.) is uniformly bounded, 
since U is compact. The modulus of continuity wM(.) of M is a monotone increasing 
function and limh,o wM(h) = wM(0) = 0. Therefore the function wM(pk(.)) is measurable 
and uniformly bounded, hence integrable. By the dominated convergence theorem 
thus 
II~M(P~(.) :IIIL,  5 a 
for ko 2 a-' for which l / k  < a .  We define ilo(.) = uko(.).  
2. Now we take an arbitrary continuous approximation Go(.) of yo(.) such that  
We have 
3. Finally we approximate Go(.) by a selection of M. Namely, we consider the mapping 
M ( t ,  ho(t)) n [Go (t) + 2dist(Go(t), M ( t ,  ilo(t)))B]. 
Lemma 9.4.2 in [3] claims that for every two convex compact sets M1 and M2 in Rn and 
every t,wo points yl and y2 in Rn it holds 
This implies tha t  the above mapping is continuous (and convex valued), therefore has a 
continuous selection yo(.). We have 
The  proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We split the proof in a number of steps. 
1. First we introduce some notations. By a compactness argument Supposition C3 is 
fulfilled also for some smaller compact set D' such tha t  D' + p B  c D for some p > 0. 
Let G' c Rn be a compact set such that  
Go U ko([0 ,  T I ,  D, U) C G'. 
(see suppositions C2 and C5). Denote G = G' + B .  Let L be a Lipschitz constant of 
Fl and F2 on D x G x U (uniformly in t E [0, TI) and let M be a bound of I Fl I and 
JF21 in the same set. The  modulus of continuity of F2 with respect t o  t (uniformly in 
( x , y , u )  E D x G x U) will be denoted by wt( . ) .  Similarly, i will denote a Lipschitz 
constant of ko with respect t o  x E D (uniformly in (t ,  u)) and G(.)  will denote the modulus 
of continuity ko on [O,T] x D x U. 
Consider 
0 S E Fl( t ,  x ,  G ,  U), x(0) = x . 
Since x0 E D', there is Po > 0 such tha t  all solutions remain in D' + 0.5pB on [O,Po]. 
2. Suppose tha t  the claim of the theorem is not true. Then there exist zo = (xO(-) ,  yo(.)) E 
Zo, a sequence ~k -+ 0 and a > 0 such that  for each zk = (xk(.),  yk(.)) E Z,, either 
Let uo(.) be the selection of U corresponding t o  zo(.). 
3. We continue with some preparatory work. 
3.1. According t o  Lemma 9.4.2 [3] (see also (75)) the mapping 
is locally Lipschitz with respect to  (x,  y, u) (uniformly in t)  and measurable in t. Obviously 
it is also convex and compact valued. Then its Steiner point El(t,x, y ,u )  has the same 
properties (Theorem 9.4.1 in [3]). We keep the notation I, also for its Lipschitz constant in 
the set D x G x U (uniformly in t E [0, TI). 
3.2. According to  Lemma 4 applied to  M( t ,  u) = k o ( t ,  so( t ) ,  u) for every cr > 0 there are 
continuous Go(-) and Go(-) such that  
lluo(.> - Go(.)IIL, 5 f f ,  IIYo(.) - YO(.)IIL~ < f f .  
Denote by w,(.) the modulus of continuity of Go(.) and by L ( a )  - the Lipschitz constant of 
Go(.). 
The value of cr will be considered as fixed, but the way we fix it will be specified later on. 
3.3 Denote by yO[x, t] the Steiner point of the mapping 
As above, we can prove that  yo is continuous. Its modulus of continuity in [0, TI x D will 
be denoted by wz(.). 
4. In the next step we derive some implications of (77),(78), which will lead t o  a contra- 
diction in the end. 
4.1. Consider the system 
Each solution (obviously locally such exist) will be considered on a maximal interval of 
extendibility [0,Ok(zk)] C [0, TI in the set D x G. The set of all (maximal in the above 
sense) solutions will be denoted by zk. 
For fixed a, k and zk(.) = (xk(.) ,  yk(.)) E zk we denote for brevity y;(t) = yO[xk(t), t]. 
Obviously this is a continuous function with modulus w;(h) = wz((M + 1)h) and 
Moreover, 
IY;(~> - Go(t)l 5 2dist(Go(t), ko( t ,  xk(t), Go(t))) 
4.2. Denote 
def 
Pk = '[o,~k(Zk)](~k(.), YE(')) 
(here r  is the Tikhonov metric defined in Section 2 ,  taken on the interval [0, dk(zk)]) .  By 
the definition of r ( . ,  .) we have p k  5 dk(zk). Since yk(t) ,  yo(t) E G ,  we have 
Iyk(t) - yo(t) 1 5 diam(G) for t  < p k .  ( 8 1 )  
By the definition of the metric r  for every two bounded functions y' and y" it holds lyl(t) - 
yl'(t)l < r(y l ,  y") for t  > r(y l ,  y"). Then for t  E ( p k ,  dk(zk)]  (if it has happened tha t  
dk(zk)  > p k )  we have 
Taking into account the differential equations that  xk( . )  and so(.)  satisfy and using (81) 
and ( 8 2 )  we obtain 
t 
5 L 1 1xk(s) - X O ( S ) ~  ds + La + Ldiam(G)pk + LTpk + 2 L i  lxk(s)  - x o ( s )  ds + La. Jot 
The same inequality obviously holds also for t  E [0, pk]. Using the Grunwall inequality we 
estimate 
Ixk(t) - X O ( ~ ) I  i Clpk + C Z ~ ,  (83) 
where C1 and Cz do not depend on a  and k. Then (82) implies 
In particular 
Since C2,  C4 and C6 are independent of a  and k,  we may suppose tha t  cr is fixed in advance 
so small tha t  
P 1 u C2a < -, C4a < -, c s a  < -. 2  2  2 
Then for all t  > p k  (in case of dk(zk) > p k )  we have 
Let 
def 1 p l a a  
p = min{-,Po, - - - -1. 2 4C1 ' 4c3 ' 4C1 ' 4C5 
Assume that  pk I 2p  for some k and in the same time Bk(zk )  > 2p.  Then ( 8 5 )  implies that  
z k ( t )  E int ( D  x G )  for t  2 pk, which means that  Bk(zk )  = T. Since the right-hand sides 
of ( 8 3 )  and (84 )  are not bigger than o we obtain a contradiction with (77) , (78) .  Thus we 
conclude that  if (77) , (78)  are fulfilled, then for every k and for every zk E zk either 
or pk > 2p ,  which implies that 
5.  In the next step we prove that  the set zk contains an  element zk = ( x k ( . ) ,  y k ( . ) )  for 
which l y k ( t )  - y O [ x k ( t ) ,  t]l "quickly" decreases towards zero right from t = 0 .  
5.1. Denote 
6  = 6 ( p / 2 ) ,  v = 612, TO = r 0 ( v ) ,  
where 6 ( . )  and T O ( . )  are defined in suppositions C 4  and C 5 ,  respectively. 
Let ik be the set of those zk E zk for which 
P 
I x i ( t )  - xo(t)l 5 5 for all t  E [ O , & k ~ o ] ,  ( 8 8 )  
5.2. We shall prove that  ik is non-empty for all sufficiently large k.  According to  Suppo- 
sition C 5  and in view of the inclusion y O [ x k ( 0 ) ,  0 ]  E ko(O, xO, i o ( 0 ) )  the system 
has a solution X ( T )  = xO,  y ( - ) ,  for which y ( r )  E G o  for each T 2 0  and 
Consider on [0 ,  TO] the system 
We shall apply the Filippov theorem to the last system with the reference trajectory 
x ( . ) ,  y(.) .  For this reason we estimate 
The number a being fixed, the quantity in the right-hand side is arbitrarily small for 
sufficiently large k .  According to  the Filippov theorem there is a solution ( Z k ( . ) ,  j j k ( . ) )  of 
( 9 1 ) ,  ( 9 2 )  on [ O ,  TO] such that  
IW - Y ( T ) I  I d 7 ( ~ ,  E ~ ) .  
Hence, x k ( t )  = Zk( t /&k) ,  yk( t )  = g k ( t / ~ k )  satisfy (79) , (80)  On [ O ,  E ~ T O ]  and 
Moreover, x o ( t )  E D',  y!(t) E G' and y ( r )  E Go c G'. Thus, the following inequalities 
ensure (88)-(90):  
P d 7 ( a ,  r x )  + M ~ o E ~  < 2,
d 7 ( a , & k )  < 1, 
The number a being fixed, the above inequalities are obviously fulfilled for all sufficiently 
large k ,  hence zk # 8. 
6. The next step will be to prove that for all sufficiently large k  and for each zk E zk there 
exists t  2 E ~ T O  for which 
I ~ k ( t )  - yO[xk(t) , t]I  > P. ( 9 3 )  
Take an arbitrary zk E zk and denote for brevity y!(t) = y O [ x k ( t ) ,  t ] .  Suppose first that  
Ok(zk )  > 2p.  Then according to  the alternative (86) , (87)  we have ( 9 3 )  for some t  2 p ,  
hence for some t  > E ~ T O ,  provided that  k  is sufficiently large. 
Now we consider the second possibility: Ok(zk )  < p. If it occurs that yk (Ok( zk ) )  E a G ,  then 
( 9 3 )  is also fulfilled at  t  = Ok(zk )  2 E ~ T O ,  since y O [ x k ( t ) ,  t ]  E G' and p < 1. 
If yk(Ok(zk) )  E int G ,  then x k ( O k ( z k ) )  must belong to the boundary of D ,  according to  the 
definition of Ok(zk) .  But this contradicts the inequality p < Po, since x k ( - )  satisfies the 
inclusion ( 7 6 )  on [0 ,  8 ( z k ) ] ,  thus x k ( O k ( z k ) )  E D' + 
rho12 c int D .  
7. In the next step we prove existence of an "extremal" (in a specific sense) element 2k E z k .  
7.1 According to  Step 6 for each zk E ik (k is sufficiently large) there is a maximal 
t = tk(zk) E [ E ~ T O , ~ ~ ( Z ~ ) )  such that
Since according to  the definition of ik 
there is a last moment t = t i (zk) E [ E ~ T ~ ,  tk(zk)) a t  which still 
Recapitulating, we have 
I~k(~Ok(~k>) - ~O[~k(tOk(zk)),t;(zk)]l = 6, 
for numbers t > tk(zk) arbitrarily close to  tk(zk). 
7 .2  We shall prove that there exists Tk E i k  such that  
For a fixed k (large enough so that  the consideration in Step 7.1 is valid) we take a sequence 
z i  E i k  such that  
0 t",c.) - t,. 
Each z i  is defined a t  least on [O,tk(zi)]. Denote 
and consider z i  on [0, fk] (extending i t ,  if necessary, t o  the right by z i ( tk(z i ) ) ) .  By a 
standard compactness argument there is a convergent subsequence of {zi); with limit Tk(.) 
and zk(.) is a solution of (79),(80) on [0, fk]. Since (88)-(90) are fulfilled for z i  and yo[-, .] 
is continuous, the same relations are fulfilled also for zk. Thus Tk E ik. 
Since 
Ivi(t) - Y0[~'k(t),t1I = 6 
for t = t i ( z i )  and yo[., -1 is continuous, the same equality is fulfilled also for ,i?k and t = t i .  
Since obviously E ~ T O  5 t i  5 tk(zk) we have ti(Tk) 1 t i .  Thus the supremum of t i ( . )  on ik 
is attained a t  Tk. 
8. In the last step we shall modify the maximal element 2 k  = ( i t k ( . ) ,  y k ( . ) )  in a way that  
contradicts its maximality. This contradiction completes the proof, since it is caused by 
our assumption that  the claim of the theorem is not true. 
For the maximal element 2k denote ik = t k ( 2 k ) ,  YE( . )  = y O [ x k ( . ) ,  -1 .  Denote r = r o ( b ,  v), 
where r o ( . ,  .) is defined in Supposition C4. 
We have 
-0 0 Y k ( t k )  E k o ( t : ,  ~ k ( t j r ) ,  c o p : ) )  
-0 0 l ~ k ( ~ : )  - ? j k ( t k ) l  = 6 ,  
thus, according to  Supposition C4 the system 
has a solution x ( r )  = i t k ( $ ) ,  y ( - )  for which 
-0 0 P 
I Y ( ~ )  - ~ k ( t k ) l  < - for every r >_ 0 ,  2 
Moreover, 
x ( r )  = i t k ( t i )  E D ,  y ( r )  E G' + p B  C G. 
Then repeating the same Filippov's argument as in Step 5.2 we prove existence of a solution 
( Z k ( . ) , ? k ( . ) )  of 
such that  
where 
- L7 - ? ( a , & )  = E M  + w t ( & r )  + L L ( o I ) E T ,  d = e r.  
Now we extend ~k on [$,ti  + E ~ T ]  as Z k ( t )  = ? k ( ( t  - t i ) / ~ k ) ,  y k ( t )  = f i k ( ( t  - 
Obviously it satisfies ( 7 9 ) , ( 8 0 )  on [ t i ,  ti + Ekr]. Moreover, for all sufficiently large k 
5 % &'(a, EX) + u:((M + ].)&IT) 5 p. 2 
Similarly, for t = tg + & k T  
The inequality (94) implies that  tg+&kT 5 tk(Zk) and then the last inequality gives t!(Zk) 2 
t! + & k T .  This is a contradiction with the maximality oft!. The proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
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